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Abstract. A choreography models a collaboration among multiple participants.
Existing choreography specification languages focus mostly on message se-
quences and are weak in modeling data shared by participants and used in se-
quence constraints. They also assume a fixed number of participants and make
no distinction between participant type and participant instances. Artifact-centric
business process models give equal considerations on modeling both data and
control flow of activities. These models provide a solid foundation for chore-
ography specification. This paper makes two contributions. First, we develop a
choreography language with four new features: (1) Each participant type is an
artifact schema with (a part of) its information model visible to choreography
specification. (2) Participant instance level correlations are supported and cardi-
nality constraints on such correlations can be explicitly defined. (3) Messages
have data models, both message data and artifact data can be used in specify-
ing choreography constraints. (4) The language is declarative based on a mixture
of first order logic and a set of binary operators from DecSerFlow. Second, we
develop a realization mechanism and show that a subclass of the choreography
specified in our language can always be realized. The mechanism consists of a
coordinator running with each artifact instance and a message protocol among
participants.

1 Introduction

Collaborative business processes (CBPs) are a necessity for businesses to stay com-
petitive [8,11]. A recent study reports that an overwhelming majority of eCommerce
volume is associated with B2B collaboration [13]. CBPs involve multiple participants,
and multiple resources spread over multiple administrative domains. Typically CBPs
are complex in terms of process logic, relationships among participants and resources,
distributed execution, and semantic mismatches between participant data, ontologies,
and behaviors. Such complexity is the source of many technical difficulties in design,
analysis, realization, execution, and management of CBPs. Tools and support for CBPs
continue to be a major challenge in current and future enterprise [13].

CBPs can be divided into two classes. An orchestrated CBP uses a designated “me-
diator” to communicate and coordinate with all participating BPs (business processes).
Although this approach is widely used in practice (e.g., for cross-organizational work-
flows), it loses autonomy of participating BPs and does not scale well. The choreogra-
phy approach specifies global behaviors among participating BPs but otherwise leaves
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the BPs to operate autonomously and communicate in the peer-to-peer fashion. Techni-
cal difficulties for this approach include the lack of suitable choreography specification
language(s) and mechanisms to coordinate among participating BPs in absence of a cen-
tral control point. This paper develops a language for CBP choreography specification
and addresses the coordination issue.

A choreography models a collaboration among multiple participants. A choreogra-
phy may be specified as a state machine representing message exchanges between two
parties [9] or permissible messages sequences among two or more parties with FIFO
queues [2], or as a process algebra expression with sequence, parallel, conditional, and
loop constructs [3,4]. It may be specified in individual pieces using patterns [24], as a
composition of message interactions [19], or implicitly through participants behaviors
[6]. WS-CDL proposes an XML-based package for specifying choreography through
a conventional set of control flow constructs over messaging activities. Existing chore-
ography languages focus mostly on specifying message sequences and are weak in
modeling data shared by participants and used in choreography constraints. WS-CDL
models data through variables that only implicitly associated with participants that pro-
duce data. A tightly integrated data model with message sequence constraints would
allow a choreography to accurately constrain execution. Also, these languages assume
a fixed number of participants and makes no distinction between a participant type and
a participant instance. For example, an Order process instance may communicate with
many Vendor process instances; this cannot be effectively captured without the type
vs. instance distinction. Therefore, a choreography language should be able to model
correlations between process instances. Existing languages either do not support such
correlations, or lack the ability to reference instance correlations in a choreography.

In recent BPM research, artifact-centric BP models [17] have attracted increasing
attention. An artifact-centric BP model includes (i) an information model for business
data, (ii) a specification of lifecycle that defines permitted sequences of activities, and
(iii) a data model for keeping track of runtime status and dependencies. Artifact-centric
BP models provide a technical foundation for choreography specification.

This paper focuses on choreography specification and realization, and makes the fol-
lowing two technical contributions. First, we develop a choreography language with
four distinct and new features: (1) Each participant type is an artifact schema (BP
model) with a selected sub-part of its information model visible to choreography specifi-
cation. (2) Correlations between participant types and instances are explicitly specified,
along with cardinality constraints on correlated instances (e.g., each Order instance
may correlate with exactly one Payment instance and multiple vendor instances). In
particular, Skolem notations are used to reference correlated participant instances. (3)
Messages can include data; both message data and artifact data can be used in specify-
ing choreography constraints. Also, Skolem notations are used to manipulate dependen-
cies among messages and participant instance created by messages. (4) Our language
is declarative and uses logic rules based on a mix of first-order logic and a set of binary
operators from DecSerFlow [22]. Second, we formulate a distributed algorithm that
realizes a subclass of the choreography in our language. This subclass contains chore-
ographies allowed by most existing languages including conversation protocols [21].
Specifically, a choreography is translated to an equivalent finite state machine. Based
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on this global state machine, our distributed algorithm coordinates participant instances
using a simple protocol. We show that the set of global behaviors of coordinated ex-
ecution of participant instances by our algorithm coincides with the set of behaviors
permitted by the choreography. Furthermore, the total number of messages in each suc-
cessful run is at most twice the number of messages needed for the collaborative process
execution plus the number of participants.

This paper is organized as follows. A motivating example is provided Section 2. The
choreography language and the realization results are presented in Sections 3 and 4
(resp.). Related work is discussed in Section 5. Conclusions are in Section 6.

2 Motivating Example

This section illustrates with an example concepts including artifact-centric BPs and
motivates the need for specification of correlations among process instances and chore-
ographies with data contents.

Consider an online store where items are available at vendors. A vendor may use
several warehouses to store and manage its inventory. Once the customer completes
shopping, she initiates a payment process in her bank that will send a check to the store
on her behalf. Meanwhile, the store groups (1) the items in her cart by warehouses
and sends to each warehouse for fulfillment, and (2) the items by vendors and requests
each vendor to complete the purchase. The vendors inform warehouses upon comple-
tion of the purchases. After the store receives the payment and vendors’ completion of
purchases, the store asks warehouses to proceed with shipments.

In this example, four types of participants (store, vendor, warehouses, and bank)
are involved and each type has its own BP. Although store and bank have only one
process instance each for a single shopping session, there may be multiple instances
of vendor and of warehouse. In artifact-centric modeling, an artifact instance encap-
sulates a running process. For example, store initiates an “Order” (artifact) instance.
Fig. 1 shows a part of the structured data in an Order instance. The structure contains
attributes ID, (shopping) Cart, etc., where Cart is a relation-typed attribute (denoted
by “∗”) that may include 0 or more tuples with four nested attributes: Inv(entory) ID,
(item) Name, Quan(tity), and Price. Similarly, other participant BPs are also artifact
instances: Purchase instances represent order processing at vendors, Fulfillment
instances are packing and delivery processes at warehouses, and a Payment instance is
initiated upon a customer request to make a payment to the online store.

Consider specifying a choreography for the CBP in this example, there are two ma-
jor difficulties. First, existing languages do not support multiple participant instances,
and thus the fact that multiple vendor/warehouse instances cannot be easily represented
and included in specifying behaviors. Some process algebra based languages allow in-
stantiation of new instances from sub-expressions in a choreography [3,4], but it is not
clear how it is related to multiple participant instances. Second, behaviors often depend
on data contents. For example, when an order request is received with total amount
�10, the order processing should proceed as described in the above; for orders with
amount <10, the processing may be optional. Such conditions on data cannot be easily
expressed in most languages. WS-CDL may express this through copying messages to
variables, but copying adds unnecessary data manipulations.
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3 A Declarative Choreography Language

This section introduces a declarative language for defining choreographies. In this lan-
guage, a choreography assumes participant BPs are modeled as artifacts and consists of
correlations between artifacts and instances, messages, and a set of choreography con-
straints based on first-order linear temporal logic. §3.1 defines “collaborative schemas”
containing correlations and messages, and choreography constraints are defined in §3.2.

3.1 Correlations of Artifacts, Messages, and Collaborative Schemas

Artifacts represent participant BPs, the notion of an “artifact interface” captures an
artifact with “visible” data contents for choreography specification.

Definition: An artifact (interface) is a pair (ν,Att), where ν is a (distinct) name and Att
a set of attribute names (or attributes) whose values may be hierarchically structured.

The attributes in an artifact interface can be accessed in choreography. Each artifact
interface always contains the attribute “ID” to hold a unique identifier for each artifact
“instance”. The data type of an attribute can be hierarchical or another artifact interface;
in the latter case, values of the attribute are identifiers of the referenced instance.

Given an artifact interface α = (ν,Att), an artifact instance I of α is a partial mapping
from Att to the corresponding domains such that I.ID is defined and unique.

We now define an important notion of a “correlation graph”. Intuitively, such a graph
specified whether instances of two BPs are correlated and whether the correlation is one
instance of a BP correlating to one or many instances of the other BP. Similar to WS-
CDL, only a pair of correlated instances may exchange messages in our model.

Definition: A correlation graph G is a tuple (V, ρ, E,C, λ), where
– V is a nonempty set of artifact interfaces closed under references (through at-

tributes). We may call artifact interfaces in V “nodes” (of the graph),
– ρ ∈ V is the primary artifact interface (the root),
– E ⊆ V × V is symmetric denoting correlations (undirected edges) among artifact

interfaces such that (V, E) is connected and contains no self-loops,
– C ⊆ E is asymmetric denoting creation relationships among artifact interfaces such

that (i) for each v ∈ V there exists at most one pair (u, v) ∈ C (can only be created
once), (ii) (V,C) is acyclic (no cyclic creations), (iii) there is no v ∈ V such that
(v, ρ) ∈ C (primary instances can only be created by external messages), and

– λ is a partial mapping from E × V to {1,m} (cardinality of correlations) such that
• λ((u, v), v′) ∈ {1,m} iff v′ is an end node of (u, v) ∈ E,
• for each (ρ, v) ∈ E, λ((ρ, v), ρ) = 1 (single primary instance),
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• for each (u, v) ∈ C, then λ((u, v), u) is 1 (no multiple creation), and
• for each (u, v) ∈ (E−C) where (v, u) � C, λ((u, v), u) = λ((v, u), u) (consistency

for undirected edges).

Intuitively, a correlation graph models correlations among artifacts and artifact instances.
More precisely, if two artifact interfaces are correlated (connected by an edge), it indi-
cates that some instances of these two artifact interfaces are correlated. The mapping λ
indicates the type of cardinality of instances (1-to-1, 1-to-many, m-to-1, m-to-m). Fig. 2
shows a correlation graph for the example in Section 2 with 4 nodes and 3 edges (2
directed and 1 undirected) with cardinality constraints. The artifact interface Order

is primary. The directed edges indicate creation of instances, e.g., an Order instance
would create multiple Purchase instances and multiple Fulfillment instances.

If there is an edge (α1, α2) in a correlation graph for two artifact interfaces α1 and α2,
correlations of their instances can be represented by a binary relation Corr. Corr may
change at runtime, but it must always satisfy cardinality constraints in a correlation
graph. Given an identifier (ID) y of an artifact instance of α2, the notation α1〈y〉 denotes
the set {x | ∃yCorr(x, y)} in the current “system state” (details provided in §3.2).

Example 31. Consider the example in Fig. 2, if o is the ID of a Purchase instance, the
expression “Order〈o〉” is the ID of the correlated Order instance.

The relation Corr changes when one instance creates another (a directed edge in a cor-
relation graph). In Fig. 2, the instance level correlations between Order and Purchase
(Fulfillment) are created at runtime. If two artifacts are connected by an undirected
edge, their correlated identifier pairs are assumed to exist in Corr. In our running ex-
ample, the instance level correlation between Order and Payment may be specified by
the customer using, e.g., the Order ID submitted to the bank.

In addition to correlations specified in a correlation graph, there may be correlations
that are “derived” from existing correlations. For example, a Purchase instance is cor-
related with a Fulfillment instance if they have a common item in their correlated
Order instance. Derived correlations will be defined with rules that use “path expres-
sions” and the “intersection” predicate.

Path expressions (with the “dot” operator) are used to access hierarchical data [5].
Technically, given an artifact interface α = (ν,Att), a path expression of α is of form
“ν.A1.A2.···.An”, where A1∈Att and each Ai+1 (i ∈ [1..(n−1)]) is an attribute nested in Ai.

Example 32. Continue with the example in Section 2, a path expression could be
“Order.Cart.Inv ID”, which corresponds to the structure shown in Fig. 1.

If a path expression e returns an identifier of an instance, e.A will return the value of
attribute A in the instance. In general a path expression may return a set of values,
similar to XPATH expressions.

We use a (binary) intersection predicate “	” to check if two input sets have nonempty
overlap. We also apply the predicate on individual values treating a value as a singleton
set. The predicate is conveniently generalized to more than 2 inputs.

Example 33. If a Purchase instance IP (identifier) and a Fulfillment instance IF

correlate to the same Order instance, “Order〈IP〉 	 Order〈IF〉” is true.
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An atomic condition is an intersection condition applied to path expressions. Here we
use interface name to denote the identifier of an arbitrary instance of the interface. A
correlation condition is a set (conjunction) of atomic conditions.

Definition: Given a correlation graph G = (V, ρ, E,C, λ), and two artifact interfaces
α1, α2 ∈ V where (α1, α2) � E, a correlation rule of α1 and α2 is of form “COR(α1, α2) :
c”, where c is a correlation condition.

Given artifact interfaces α1 and α2, a correlation rule COR(α1, α2) : c, and two instance
IDs I1 of α1 and I2 of α2, I1 is correlated with I2 if c is true on I1 and I2.
Example 34. The rule below defines correlation between Fulfillment and Purchase:

COR(Purchase, Fulfillment): (Order〈Purchase〉 	 Order〈Fulfillment〉) ∧
(Purchase.item.inventory ID 	 Fulfillment.item.inventory ID)

Note that Purchase (Fulfillment) in the above represents an arbitrary instance.

Once a rule COR(α1, α2) : c is defined, the notationα1〈α2〉 (or α2〈α1〉) can be used in the
same way as other correlations. Derived correlations do not have cardinality constraints
specified.

A rule COR(α1, α2) : c depends on another rule COR(α3, α4) : c′, if the condition c
contains α3〈α4〉 or α4〈α3〉.

We now define the messages among the artifacts, using “ext” to denote the external
environment (as the sender or receiver).

Definition: Given a correlation graph G = (V, ρ, E,C, λ) and a correlation rule set Γ, a
message type m wrt G, Γ is a tuple (M, νs, νr, π, φ), where

– M is a name;
– νs and νr are distinct artifact interfaces denoting the sender and receiver (resp.) such

that at most one of them can be “ext”, and if both are in V , they must be correlated
(via an edge in G or by a correlation rule in Γ);

– π is a set of attributes (holding a payload);
– φ is “+” (the sending instance creates an instance of the receiving artifact upon

arrival of each message instance) or “−” (no creation).

Fig. 3 shows a message diagram, each edge represents a message type with the edge
direction indicates the message flow.
Example 35. Continue with the example in Section 2, “CP(Order, +Purchase) [Or-
derID, Amount,...]” defines a message type from Order to Purchase. (We use a slightly
modified syntax for readability.) The “+” symbol indicates that a new receiving instance
will be created by each arriving message. The attributes inside “[...]” denote message
contents. “PR(ext, +Payment) [OrderID, Amount...]” is a message type whose messages
are from the external environment.

A message instance of a message type (M, νs, νr, π, φ) is of form M(idm, ids, idr, μ),
where idm is a unique message ID, μ is a mapping from π to the corresponding do-
mains, and ids and idr are the IDs of instances of αs and αr (resp.) such that if νs (νr) is
“ext” ids (resp. idr) is also “ext”.

Definition: A collaboration schema is a tuple (G, Γ,Msg), where G is a correlation
graph; Γ is a set of correlation rule of G whose rule dependencies are acyclic, and Msg
is a set of message types wrt G, Γ.
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Roughly, a collaboration schema defines the correlations among artifact interfaces (par-
ticipant types) and among instances (participants), and the message types.

3.2 Choreography Constraints

Roughly, a specification consists of “choreography constraints”, each stating a temporal
property on message occurrences and may also contain conditions on data in related
artifact instances and the messages.

In the technical discussions, we make the following assumptions concerning iden-
tifiers. For each artifact interface or message type (name), there is a countably infinite
set of artifact or message (resp.) instance IDs; furthermore, these ID sets are pairwise
disjoint. Let IDA (IDM) be the union of all artifact (resp., message) instance ID sets.
We further assume the existence of three countably infinite sets: an irreflexive artifact
correlation set CORR ⊆ ID2

A, a message-artifact dependency set MA ⊆ IDM × IDA, and
an irreflexive message-message dependency set MM ⊆ ID2

M.
The correlation set CORR captures correlations among artifact instances. The message-

artifact dependency set MA holds dependencies of an arriving message ID that causes
creation of an artifact ID. The message dependency set MM represents the relationships
between messages, e.g., one message may depend another based on contents, or simply
request-response. For example, an invoice message may respond to an order request.

For executable languages, it is necessary to define how the sets CORR,MA,MM are
created and maintained at runtime. However, a choreography language provides only
a specification, i.e., conditions that must be satisfied by every execution. Due to this
reason we do not specify how these sets are created and maintained, instead, we assume
that they are predetermined and fixed. Conditions will be provided to ensure consistency
of the sets and runtime correlations/dependencies among artifact/message instances.

We now define “system states” that represent snapshots at time instants. Note that we
require all artifact instances in a system state must be correlated directly or indirectly.
This restriction allows us to focus on a single collaboration instance.

Definition: For a collaboration schema C = (G, Γ,Msg), a system (s-)state of C is a
triple (S ,M,m), where S is a set of artifact instances for G, M a finite set of message
IDs, m a message instance of a message type M in Msg such that (1) the ID of m is in
M, (2) if m’s sender is not “ext”, the sender instance is in S , (3) if M is artifact creation,
m’s receiver ID is not in S and the message and receiver IDs are in MA, (4) if M is not
creation, either m’s receiver is “ext” or has ID in S , (5) if neither sender or receiver is
“ext”, they are correlated according to CORR, (6) for each correlation rule in Γ and each
pair of artifact instance IDs in S , if the IDs satisfy the rule condition, they are correlated
in CORR, letting S ′ be the set of all artifact IDs in S or m, (7) the graph (S ′,CORR) is
connected and satisfies all cardinality conditions in G, and (8) the graphs (M ∪ S ′,MA)
and (M,MM) encode functions (each node has �1 outgoing edge).

An s-state is initial if S is empty, M a singleton set, m is from “ext” to the primary
artifact interface.

An s-state is a snapshot of artifact instances, past message IDs, the current message sent.
Conditions (2)(4) demand that the sender and receiver are existing artifact instances if
not external for non-creation message types. Conditions (3)(5)(6) concern correlations
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and dependencies. The connectivity and cardinality condition (7) requires that each pair
of artifact instance IDs is correlated via one or more correlations and all cardinality con-
straints in the correlation graph hold. Finally condition (8) ensures that each message
creates at most one artifact and/or depends on at most one message.

Let (S ,M,m) be an s-state and S ′ all artifact IDs in S or m. If an artifact instance I
in S ′ is correlated to instances I1, ..., In in S ′ of artifact interface α according to CORR,
the notation α〈I〉 denotes the set {I1, ..., In} in the s-state. For each message ID μ in
M if (μ, I1) ∈ MA where I1 is the ID of an instance of artifact interface α and in S ′,
the notation α[μ] denotes I1 in the s-state. And if (μ, μ′) ∈ MM for μ, μ′ ∈ M and the
message type of μ is M, M[μ′] has the value μ (a reply to μ′) in the s-state.

For a collaboration schema C = (G, Γ,Msg), a system (s-)behavior of C is a finite
sequenceσ1σ2···σn of s-states of C such that σ1 is initial, messages in σi’s have distinct
IDs, and for each i ∈ [1..(n−1)], the following conditions all hold forσi=(S i,Mi,mi) and
σi+1=(S i+1,Mi+1,mi+1): every artifact ID in S i is in S i+1 and every artifact ID in S i+1 is
either in S i or the receiving ID of mi, and Mi+1 = Mi ∪ {mi+1} (mi+1 denotes its ID).

Intuitively, an s-state advances by consuming the current message (instance) and pro-
ducing the next message. If the receiving ID does not correspond to an artifact instance,
a new instance is created. The changes of data contents of artifact instances are the re-
sponsibility of participant processes and thus not captured in s-state transitions. Also,
message-message dependency is not required, creating such dependencies is also done
by individual participant BPs.

We now focus on “choreography constraints”. Roughly, we apply (non-temporal) “mes-
sage formulas” to s-states which examines message type and contents as well as the
contents of sending/receiving artifact instances. Each constraint then uses a temporal
operator to connect two message formulas. Individual LTL operators are not expressive
enough, therefore we use binary operators from DecSerFlow [22].

Let C be a collaboration schema. Each message type (name) is a ternary message
predicate. For each s-state σ, and a message type M, M(μ, a, b) is satisfied in σ if μ, a, b
are the IDs of the message instance, its sending and receiving artifact (resp.) in σ. Note
that Skolem notations can be used to indicate dependencies. For example, M(M[μ], a, b)
is true in s-state σ the response message of type M to the message μ is sent from a to b.
For notational convenience, we will abbreviate “M(M[μ], a, b)” as “M[μ](a, b)”.

Starting from artifact/message IDs, path expressions can be used to access attribute
values, hierarchically organized values, and other artifacts whose IDs are stored as at-
tribute values. Built-in relational comparisons can be used to test results of path expres-
sions. Given an s-state, satisfaction of data conditions with path expressions is defined
in the standard manner. If an attribute value is not defined, a guarded approach such as
in [10] can be used. Data conditions are used in conjunction with message predicates.

Example 36. The formula “CP(μ, IO, IP)∧ μ.cart.price > 100” checks if the message μ
from Order instance IO to Purchase instance IP has an item with price > 100.

Our logic language includes variables ranging over IDA and IDM and message predi-
cates, data conditions with variables. Given a collaboration schema C, a message for-
mula of C is of form Φ ∧ (

∧n
i=1 ϕi), where Φ is a message predicate and for each ϕi is a

data condition with path expressions and Skolem notions built from variables in Φ.
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Let C be a collaboration schema. a choreography constraint of C is an expression of
form Ψ1ΘΨ2 where Ψi’s are message formulas and Θ is one of the following temporal
operators from DecSerFlow [22]: exist, co-exist, normal response, normal precedence,
normal succession, alternative response, alternative precedence, alternative succession,
immediate response, immediate precedence, and immediate succession.

Variables in a choreography constraint are universally quantified and range restricted
to the types and the current s-state. We use examples to illustrate the constraints in the
remainder of the section. Operators in DecSerFlow can be translated into LTL [22]. The
semantics for choreography constraints are rather technical and omitted here. Roughly,
choreography constraints can be expressed in first order logic with LTL.

Example 37. Consider the restriction on message sequences for the example in Section
2: For each order-request (OR), with amount greater than 10, sent to a (new) Order
instance, there is a corresponding create-purchase (CP) message in the future sent by the
order instance to all correlated Purchase instances, and vice versa. The choreography
constraint defining the restriction is

∀x∈Order OR(μ, ext, x) ∧ μ.amount>10 (succ)→ CP[μ](x, Purchase[μ])

Here CP[μ] and Purchase[μ] denote the CP message instance and the Purchase arti-
fact instance caused by μ. The operator “p (succ)→ q” is normal succession that means:
each p is followed by a q (possibly not immediate) and each q is preceded by a p
(possibly not immediate).

Example 38. Consider the restriction that for each order, if there is an item with price
is >100, then no ready-to-ship (RS) message is sent until all purchase-complete (PC)
messages have been sent. This can also be expressed using normal succession:

∀x∈Fulfillment∀y∈Purchase〈x〉PC(μ, y, x) ∧ y.cart.price>100(succ)→ RS[μ](Order〈x〉, x)

Here Order〈x〉 denotes the correlated Order artifact instance of x. Similarly, RS[μ]
denotes an RS message depending on μ.

Definition: A choreography (specification) is a pair (C, κ) where C is a collaboration
schema and κ a set of choreography constraints over C.

“Satisfaction” of a choreography S = (C, κ) by an s-behavior of C is defined based
on the above discussions. The semantics of of S is the set of all s-behaviors of C that
satisfy all constraints in κ.

4 Realizability

In this section, we show that a subclass of choreographies defined in Section 3.2 can
be realized. This is accomplished in two stages, we first translate a choreography into
a “guarded conversation protocol” that is a conversation protocol of [1] extended with
data contents and conditions. We then present a distributed algorithm that runs along
with execution of each artifact, and show that an s-behavior is a possible execution with
the algorithm iff it satisfies the choreography.
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4.1 Guarded Conversation Protocols

A choreographyS = (C, κ) is one-to-one (or 1-1) if the correlation graph in C only has
1-1 correlations. The class of 1-1 choreographies roughly corresponds to choreogra-
phies definable in most existing languages, with a possible exception of BPEL4Chor
[6,12]. We focus on 1-1 choreographies in this section.

Definition: A guarded (conversation) protocol is a tuple (T, s, F,M,C, δ), where (i)
T is a finite set of states, s ∈ T is the initial state, F ⊆ T is a set of final states; (ii)
M is a finite set of messages type names, (iii) C is a set of data conditions, and (iv)
δ ⊆ T × M ×C × T is a set of transitions.

A guarded protocol extends conversation protocol of [7] with data conditions on
messages (and associated artifacts). The semantics of a guarded protocol is standard
except that the data condition must be satisfied when making a transition.

Example 41. Fig. 4 shows an example guarded protocol with four states: t2 is initial
and t2, t4 are the final states. Two message types are involved, X and Y. CX and CY are
data conditions. The transition from t2 to t3 can be made if the condition CX is true
and message X is sent. An edge labeled with “else” stands for a collection of transi-
tions other than the specified one(s) leaving the same state. An edge labeled with “*”
represents all possible transitions leaving the state.

CY : Y

elseelse* else

t4t2 t3t1
CX : X

CY : Y

CX : X

Fig. 4. A guarded conversation protocol example

Given an s-behavior B (of a correla-
tion schema), and a guarded protocol
τ, the notion of τ accepting B is de-
fined in the standard way.

Theorem 42. Let S be a 1-1 choreography. One can effectively construct a guarded
conversation protocol τ such that each s-behavior B satisfies S iff it is accepted by τ.

Since temporal operators in choreography constraints are operators in DecSerFlow that
is contained in LTL [22], one can use a general technique to obtain Büchi automaton
[23]. Guarded protocols can then be constructed. However, we use a simpler approach:
translating each choreography constraint to a guarded protocol and then construct a
product state machine for all constraints. Fig. 4 shows a guarded protocol for constraint
“X∧CX(succ)→ Y∧CX”, where X, Y are message predicates and CX ,CY data conditions.

Example 43. Fig. 5(a) shows a part of the guarded protocol translated from Example
38, where c1 is “Payment.balance > CH.amount” and c2 is “CP.items � null”. Since
each participant can have at most one instance (1-1 choreography) type level notation
is used here. The initial state is t1, the final states are t4 and t6 (in the original guarded
protocol, they are not final states but we make them final to show a complete example).
Only two sequences of messages can be accepted in this example: either (1) CP CH PC,
or (2) CH CP. Note that this is not realizable in [7].

The only-if direction of Theorem 42 fails if 1-1 condition on choreography is removed.
This is because different instances of the same interface may progress in different paces
and a guarded protocol cannot capture such situations.
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Fig. 5. A translated guarded protocol and project to artifacts

4.2 Guarded Peers

Guarded automaton was introduced in [7] to represent a state machine for a participant.
We modify the notion to allow message predicates and data conditions. The following
defines a projection of a guarded protocol to a participant.

Definition: Given a guarded conversation protocol τ = (T, s, F,M,C, δ) and an artifact
type α, a guarded peer for αwrt τ is a tuple (T, s, F,M′,C′, δs, δr, δε), where (1) M′ ⊆ M
such that each message in M′ has α as a sender or receiver, (2) C′ ∈ C contains a
condition c if there exists t, t′ ∈ T and a message m in M′, where m is sent by α and
(t, c,m, t′) ∈ δ, (3) δs ⊆ T×C′×M′×T (sending transitions) contains elements (t, c,m, t′)
if (t, c,m, t′) ∈ δ and m is sent by α, (4) δr ⊆ T×M′×T (receiving transitions) contains
elements (t,m, t′) if there exists c ∈ C, (t, c,m, t′) ∈ δ and the receiver of m is α, and
(5) δε ⊆ T × {ε} × T (empty transitions) contains elements (t, ε, t′) if there exists c ∈ C,
m ∈ M, (t, c,m, t′) ∈ δ and α is neither the receiver or sender of m.

Example 44. Fig. 5(b)–(e) show four guarded peers (Order, Payment, Purchase,
and Fulfillment) projected from Fig. 5(a). The “?” mark denotes receiving a mes-
sage, the “!” mark denotes sending a message.

An artifact (instance) sends or receives messages according to its guarded peer, i.e.,
each guarded peer is autonomous. If all guarded peers start from their initial states,
make their transitions autonomously, the composition terminates when every guarded
peer reaches a final state. Our composition model is basically the same as [7], except
that FIFO queues are not used.

Example 45. Consider the sequence of messages “CH CP” that is accepted by the
guarded protocol in Fig. 5(a) (Example 43). The projected peers are shown in Fig. 5(b)–
(e). Payment can send a CH to Order. Then Payment follows an empty transition into
its final state t6 and Payment is now in t5. Later on, Order sends a CP to Purchase

and both of them can reach their final states (t6). While for Fulfillment, it sends or
receives nothing and follows two empty transitions to t6.

Naturally, given a guarded protocol τ, if a sequence of transitions is accepted by τ, the
sequence is also accepted by all guarded peers of τ. In general, the other direction may
not necessarily hold [2].
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Example 46. Continue with Examples 43 and 44. Suppose Payment sends a CH through
edge (t1, t5) and ends at final state t6. Then Order sends a CP, receives the CH sent by
Payment, and reaches final state t4. Correspondingly, Purchase receives the CP from
Order and reaches final state t4 by sending Fulfillment a PC. Finally, Fulfillment
receives the PC and ends at t4 as well.

Clearly, the above sequence of messages “CH CP PC” allows all guarded peers to
reach their final states but cannot be accepted by the original guarded protocol.

The realizability problem is to ensure that the collective transitions for all guarded peers
are equivalent to transitions for the original guarded protocol. While this problem has
not been investigated, a closely related problem of “realizability checking problem” [2]
which tests if a conversation protocol can be restored from the product of its projected
peers has been studied extensively (see [21]).

4.3 A Realization Mechanism

Instead of checking if a guarded protocol is the product of its guarded peers, we take
a different approach. We develop a protocol (algorithm) that in addition to the original
messages, it also adds a small number of “synchronization” messages to aid participants
(peers) in their autonomous execution. We show that the synchronized execution gener-
ates equivalent behaviors as the original guarded protocol and that in every successful
execution, the total number of synchronization messages is bounded by the sum of the
number of messages in the guarded protocol and the number of guarded peers.

A naı̈ve protocol simply broadcasts every message to all. However, this approach
requires as many as N∗ × (k−1) messages during the process, where N∗ is the number
of message instances (needed for the collaboration), and k is the number of peers.

To reduce synchronization messages, an improvement is developed that employs a
“token passing” method: only the participant who owns a “token” can make a transition.
Once a transition is conducted (or equivalently, a message is sent), the “token” will be
passed to the next sender and this process repeats.

Given a guarded protocol τ = (T, s, F,M,C, δ), we augment τ with a new mes-
sage type named sync without any data attributes. We also introduce two functions,
Flag and State. The function Flag maps message (including sync) instances to the set
{SND,RCV, FIN} such that if μ is an instance of sync, Flag(μ) ∈ {SND, FIN}. Intu-
itively, SND is the token, RCV means the message that is regular, FIN instructs the
receiver to terminate. The function State maps each message instance to T to indicate
the current (global) state. Each message is sent along with its Flag and State values.

To implement the framework, a coordinator is used for each peer (instance) to help
on transition decisions. Once a coordinator receives the token carried by a message,
it makes a transition for its peer by sending a message with an appropriate Flag, and
possibly passes the token to the next sender if different (via a flagged sync message).

As mentioned at the beginning of this section, once (the coordinator of) a sender
sends a message with the flag RCV, it passes the token to (the coordinator of) the next
sender through a message with the flag SND. In order to know who will be the possible
sender, a concept “sender set” is defined first.
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Algorithm 1. Coordinator for Peer p
Input: sdr, p = (T, s, F,M,C, δs, δr, δε)
1: loop
2: Wait for the next message m
3: if Flag(m) = SND then
4: if ∃c ∈ C,∃m′ ∈ M,∃t ∈ T ,

(State(m), c,m′, t) ∈ δs then
5: Send m′ (flag: RCV, state: t);
6: randomly select s from sdr(t);
7: Send to s a sync message

(flag: SND, state: t);
8: end if
9: else if Flag = RCV then

10: if State(m) ∈ F then
11: Boardcast sync message

(flag: FIN, state: State(m))
12: Terminate
13: end if
14: else
15: Terminate {“FIN” case}
16: end if
17: end loop

Given a guarded protocol τ = (T, s, F,M,
C, δ), the sender set of a state t ∈ T , de-
noted as sdr(t), is a set containing all artifact
interfaces α that is the sender of m where
(t, c,m, t′) ∈ δ for some t′ ∈ T , c ∈ C,
and m ∈ M. In Fig. 5(a), the sender sets for
t1 to t6 are {Order, Payment}, {Payment},
{Purchase}, ∅, {Order}, and ∅, resp.

Sender sets are known at design time, the
current sender can choose the next sender
from the corresponding sender set of the
current state at runtime. The initial sender
should be delegated externally by, e.g., the
environment. These steps are repeated un-
til a peer (with the token) reaches a final
state. This peer then informs all other peers
to end the execution by sending messages of
flag FIN. Alg. 1 accomplishes the coordina-
tor that runs on individual peers.

Example 47. The following describes a possible execution. The user chooses and sends
to Order (in the sender set for t1). Order sends a CP (flag: RCV) to Purchase and
inform Payment to be the next sender (through a sync message with flag SND) since
sdr(t2) = {Payment}. After Payment sends a CH to Order, it will pick Purchase

from sdr(t3). Finally, Purchase sends a PC to Fulfillment. Once the Fulfillment
reaches its final state t4, FIN messages will be broadcast.

Theorem 48. Given a guarded conversation protocol τ, each sequence of ground mes-
sages, is accepted by τ iff it is generated by Alg. 1 running for guarded peers of τ.

Remark 49. Denote by N∗ the number of regular messages that should be sent, and N̂
as the number of regular and synchronization messages sent according to Alg. 1. It is
easy to see that N̂ < 2N∗ + (k − 1), where k is the number of peers. Furthermore, if FIN
messages are not needed, the bound is reduced to N̂/N∗ < 2.

5 Related Work

The choreography approach to modeling and analysis BP or service interactions has
been studied for a decade. A survey for formal models and results is provided in [21].

A WS-CDL choreography constrains message exchanges based on conditions that
may involve information types, variables and tokens. Message contents need be copied
to variables to be used in conditions. There is no data model for participants in a col-
laboration, nor direct support for multi-instances of a participant (type).

Let’s Dance [24] provides a set of sequencing constraint primitives to allow a chore-
ography to be specified in a graphical language. It lacks a clearly support for data or
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information models. Earlier work on conversations was reported in [9]. In the conversa-
tion model, BP systems collaborate with each other via generic asynchronous message
exchanging. The information model in the conversation is limited.

BSPL [19] models messages with input and output parameters and compose the mes-
sages into protocols where constraints on message sequences are derived from the in-
put/out parameters such that each parameter is defined exactly once in execution. A
realization mechanism is reported in [20].

Recent work in [6,12] extend BPEL to support choreographies with a bottom-up
approach to build a choreography from specified participant behaviors. BPEL4chor
supports service interaction patterns, e.g., one-to-many send, one-from-many receive,
one-to-many send/receive patterns through aggregation. Similar work on BPMN was
reported in [18]. However, neither BPEL nor BPMN’s extensions directly include data
in their conceptual models and instance level correlation support is much weaker.

Artifact-centric choreography [14] extends existing artifact-centric BP models with
agents and locations. BPs can access artifacts from their locations with the help of
agents. Petri-Net is used to specify artifact internal behaviors and external interactions.
The model has no artifact data attributes.

There have been work done on testing if a choreography is realizable. In [15,16], a
choreography is defined wrt a set of peers forming a collaboration. The notions of com-
pleted, partial and distributed realizability of choreography were defined and studied.
It was shows that partial realizability is undecidable whereas distributed and complete
realizability are decidable. [2,1] focused on the realizability problem of global behavior
of interaction services. Sufficient conditions are given for realizability.

6 Conclusions

This paper proposes a declarative choreography language that can express correlations
and choreographies for artifact-centric BPs in both type and instance levels. It also in-
corporate data contents and cardinality on participant instances into choreography con-
straints. Furthermore, a subclass of the rule-based choreography is shown to be equiva-
lent to a state-machine-based choreography.
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